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FERC’s BES Position
• EPAct 2005 requires FERC to develop Reliability     

Standards that are applicable to Users, Owners and       
Operators of the “Bulk Power System” (BPS)

• EPAct’s BPS elements
– Facilities and control systems necessary for operating an 

interconnected system
– Electric energy from generating facilities needed to maintain 

transmission system reliability
– Exclude facilities used in the local distribution of electric energy

• Undefined bright line between BPS and local facilities
• FERC currently using NERC’s BES definition
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NERC BES Definitions

• NERC’s Bulk Electric System (BES)
– As defined by the Regional Reliability Organization, the electrical 

generation resources, transmission lines, interconnections with 
neighboring systems, and associated equipment, generally 
operated at voltages of 100 kV or higher.  Radial transmission 
facilities serving only load with one transmission source are 
generally not included in this definition.

• NERC’s Regional Reliability Organization
– An entity that ensures that a defined area of the Bulk Electric 

System is reliable, adequate and secure.
– A member of the North American Reliability Council.  The 

Regional Reliability Organization can serve as the Compliance 
Monitor.
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Proposed TIER BPS Method

• U Wisconsin-Madison Topological and Impedance 
Element Ranking (TIER) of the Bulk Power System
– Process for identifying BPS facilities
– Identify elements needed to operate each of the electrical 

interconnections
– Ranking the importance of those branch elements

• TIER method
– Relates the impact of controlling branch power flow to variation

in an optimal solution for dispatchable resources
– Ideally, a non-BPS element should have no impact on the 

marginal cost profile of optimal dispatch for variation in power
flow

– For example, TIER = 0 for all radial loads
TIER = 1 for all generator leads
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Proposed TIER BPS Method

• Uses an OPF with an objective function of minimizing 
system production costs

• Does not require information on resource costs 
• Depends upon the sensitivity of LMP for incremental 

changes in dispatch profiles through the use of the OPF 
Lagrangian multiplier to make it independent of other 
cost components

• Transmission constraints are modeled though flow gate 
proxies for voltage and stability constraints, and all 
elements in-service for thermal constraints
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Proposed TIER BPS Method

• Results

• TIER Conclusion, “The overlap in TIER values, between 
voltage levels, weighs against exclusive use of voltage 
level as the distinguishing metric in identifying BPS”
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NYSRC Comments on TIER

• Agree that a bright line voltage definition of BPS is 
difficult to justify where there is significant overlap of the 
TIER metric as a function of voltage level.
– It is noted that other testing methods indicate similar overlap 

characteristics, viz: NPCC’s A-10 performance based method; 
PTDF methods

• TIER ranks system branch elements based upon their 
ability transmit power from source to load using an 
objective function based upon production costs. 
– What are the detailed mathematics of the TIER method? 
– Is LMP the only practical objective function?
– Is it possible to use an objective function in TIER  based upon 

reliability?
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NYSRC Comments on TIER

• TIER uses as input externally calculated flow gate 
constraints and all lines in-service thermal constraints to 
simulate system reliability

• However, system reliability is a function of voltage, 
stability and thermal constraints which are dependent 
upon performance testing over a range of system 
conditions and contingencies (design, extreme, BPS & 
N-1-1 contingencies)
– Does TIER identify all system elements required to meet EPAct’s

Reliability Standards for voltage, stability and thermal 
performance?

– How does TIER simulate elements that may be BPS elements 
by virtue of thermal constraints under N-1, N-1-1, breaker failure 
contingencies?
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NYSRC Comments on TIER

• Conclusions
– TIER proposes an approach to determining BPS elements by 

ranking system elements based upon physics and mathematics 
and not based upon a bright line definition.  We support such a 
conceptual approach.

– There is insufficient information in the TIER Preliminary Report
to be able to determine its relevance to reliability.  More 
information is required. 

– TIER notes, “The overlap in TIER values, between voltage 
levels, weighs against exclusive use of voltage level as the 
distinguishing metric in identifying BPS”.  We agree.
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NYSRC Comments on TIER

• Conclusions
– NPCC’s Document A-10, “Classification of Bulk Power System 

Elements” describes a method of determining BPS elements 
directly based upon reliability performance testing to determine
whether system disturbances on elements have a significant 
adverse impact outside of the local area.

– It is possible that BPS elements could be defined based upon a 
method combining reliability testing and TIER or other approach 
that determines element usage, for example, the PTDF method.  
We would support such a combined method as it would 

• Identify BPS elements based upon their reliability impact and their 
importance in facilitating inter-area power transfers

• Be based upon widely accepted technical methods yielding 
measurable and repeatable metrics


